
Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Reading

Phonological Awareness

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Blending

144 Exemplifies the picture word from given sounds (short -a; three sounds; blending; one syllable word; all 
picture words read aloud and shown)

146 Exemplifies the picture word from given sounds (long -i; three sounds; blending; one syllable word; all picture 
words read aloud and shown)

157 Exemplifies the picture word from given sounds (short -u; three sounds; blending; one syllable word; all 
picture words read aloud and shown)

158 Exemplifies the picture word from given sounds (long -a; three sounds; blending; one syllable word; all 
picture words read aloud and shown)

163 Exemplifies the picture word from given sounds (five sounds; blending; one syllable word; all picture words 
read aloud and shown)

 Subgoal : Phoneme Identification

137 Matches a given sound to a picture word (beginning sound hard c-; all picture words read aloud)

139 Matches a given sound to a picture word (beginning sound r-; all picture words read aloud)

142 Matches a picture word to a given sound (beginning sound s-; all picture words read aloud)

144 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (short a-; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

147 Matches a picture word to a given sound (ending sound -m; all picture words read aloud)

148 Matches two picture words with the same beginning sound (b-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

149 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (b-; bed; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

149 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (d-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

149 Sorts picture words that have the same beginning sound (b-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

151 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (hard c-; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

152 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-x; all picture words read aloud and shown)

157 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-p; all picture words read aloud and shown)
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158 Classifies picture words with the same beginning sound (s-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

158 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-k; all picture words read aloud and shown)

158 Sorts picture words with the same beginning sound (short o-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

159 Classifies picture words with the same beginning sound (short a-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

159 Matches two  picture words that have the same middle sound (-oo- as in boot; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

159 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (h-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

159 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-m; all picture words read aloud and shown)

159 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (R-controlled -ar; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

159 Matches two picture words with the same ending sounds (-r; all picture words read aloud)

163 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (-i-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

164 Classifies picture words with the same beginning sound (short o-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

165 Matches two picture words that have same beginning sound (short i-, all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

165 Matches two picture words with the same middle sounds (long -a-; all picture words read aloud)

166 Classifies picture words with the same beginning sound (c-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

166 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (short -i-; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

167 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (medial long -i-; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

168 Matches a picture word to a given sound (ending sound -t; all picture words read aloud)

168 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-b; all picture words read aloud and shown)

168 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (medial short -a-; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

169 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-ay; all picture words read aloud and shown)

169 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-y as in sky; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

170 Classifies picture words with the same beginning sound (p-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

170 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (long i-; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

170 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-g; all picture words read aloud and shown)

172 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (b-; ball; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)
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shown)

172 Matches two picture words that have the same ending sound (-ee as in bee; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

174 Classifies picture words with the same beginning sound (short e-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

175 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (-oa- as in boat; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

181 Matches five picture words that have the same middle sound (medial -b-; two syllable words; all picture words 
read aloud and shown)

184 Sorts picture words that have the same beginning sound (a-; all picture words read aloud and shown)

196 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (long e-; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

198 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (medial short -u-; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

199 Matches four picture words that have the same middle sound (medial long -o-; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

201 Matches two picture words that have the same beginning sound (short e-; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

217 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (medial long -a-; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

 Subgoal : Phonemic Manipulation of Sounds and Syllabication

140 Identifies a word when given its syllable parts (three syllables)

142 Substitutes the beginning sound of a word to make a new word (-at; all picture words read aloud and shown)

148 Identifies a word when given its syllable parts (three syllables all picture words read aloud and shown)

148 Identifies a word when given its syllable parts (two syllable word)

149 Substitutes the beginning sound of a word to make a new word (-og; all picture words read aloud and shown)

150 Substitutes the beginning sound of a word to make a new word (-an; all picture words read aloud and shown)

154 Substitutes the ending sound of a word to make a new word (ca-; all picture words read aloud and shown) 

156 Substitutes the beginning sound of a word to make a new word (-ug; all picture words read aloud and shown)

158 Identifies a word when given its syllable parts (two syllables; all picture words read aloud)

163 Matches a picture word to a given picture word with deleted sounds (beginning blend deletion; all picture 
words read aloud)

170 Classifies picture words with the same number of syllables (one syllable; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

174 Classifies picture words with the same number of syllables (two syllables; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)
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shown)

179 Classifies picture words with the fewest number of syllables (one syllable; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

184 Sorts given picture words into a one syllable group (one syllable; all picture words read aloud and shown)

194 Substitutes the ending sound of a word to make a new word (pi-; all picture words read aloud and shown) 

199 Sorts given picture words into a two syllable group (all picture words read aloud and shown)

200 Sorts given picture words into a three syllable group (three syllables; all picture words read aloud and shown)

203 Identifies two syllable words (all picture words read aloud)

 Subgoal : Rhyming

143 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-at; all picture words read aloud)

152 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-and; all picture words read aloud)

155 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-at; all picture words read aloud and shown)

156 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-ake; all picture words read aloud and shown)

157 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-op; all picture words read aloud and shown)

158 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-an; all picture words read aloud and shown)

158 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-og; all picture words read aloud and shown)

159 Matches three picture words that rhyme (-ar; all picture words read aloud and shown)

162 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-ed; all picture words read aloud and shown)

167 Sorts picture words that rhyme (-ock; all picture words read aloud and shown)

168 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-ot; all picture words read aloud and shown)

168 Matches two picture words that rhyme (-ug; all picture words read aloud and shown)

184 Matches two picture words that rhyme (two syllable words; all picture words read aloud and shown)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Reading

Phonics

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Consonants

126 Matches a letter to beginning sounds (w-, v-, z- three picture words; all picture words read aloud)

131 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (m-; all picture words read aloud)

136 Matches a digraph to an beginning sound (wh-; picture word read aloud)

136 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (y-; all picture words read aloud)

138 Matches digraphs to beginning sounds (ch-, sh-, wh-, three picture words; all picture words read aloud)

138 Recognizes a letter that makes a given sound (hard -c)

139 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (hard c-; all picture words read aloud)

139 Matches the ending sounds of picture words to a given letter (-d; all picture words read aloud)

140 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (t-; all picture words read aloud)

140 Matches the beginning sound of a word to a given sound (beginning sound r; all text read aloud and shown)

141 Matches a blend to an beginning sound (fr-; all picture words read aloud)

142 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (f-; all picture words read aloud)

143 Matches the beginning sound of a picture word to a given letter (b-; all picture words read aloud)

144 Matches a word to a picture (CVC)

144 Recognizes a letter that makes a given sound (-b)

145 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (r-; all picture words read aloud)

146 Matches a word to a given picture (bird)

147 Matches the ending sounds of picture words to a given letter (-x; all picture words read aloud)

148 Matches a word to a given picture (leaf)

148 Matches the ending sounds of a word to a given word (-mp; all words read aloud and shown)

149 Matches the beginning sound of a word to a given sound (beginning sound b-; all text read aloud and shown)

150 Matches a digraph to a beginning sound (sh-; picture word read aloud)

150 Matches a word to a given picture (cap)
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152 Matches the beginning sound of a picture word to a given word (pl-; picture word read aloud; all words read 
aloud and shown)

152 Matches the beginning sounds of a word to a given word (squ-; all words read aloud and shown)

155 Matches the middle sound of a picture word to a given letter (-k-; picture word read aloud)

156 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (d-; all picture words read aloud)

158 Matches letters to beginning sounds (qu-; word read aloud)

158 Matches letters to ending sounds (ending sounds -t, -s, -f; all picture words read aloud)

159 Matches a digraph to the middle sound of a word (-sh-; word read aloud)

160 Matches letters to beginning sounds (cl-; picture words read aloud)

161 Matches the beginning sound of a picture word to a given word (ch-; picture word read aloud; all words read 
aloud and shown)

163 Matches a picture word and words with the same ending sound (-sh; picture word read aloud; all text read 
aloud and shown)

169 Matches ending sounds to given letters (-mp; picture word read aloud)

169 Matches the middle sound of a word to a given letter (-b-; word read aloud)

171 Matches the ending sound of a word to a given word (-g; all answer options read aloud and shown)

177 Matches the beginning sounds of a word to a given word (cl-; answer options read aloud and shown)

177 Matches the middle sound of a word to a given letter (-d-; word read aloud)

182 Matches the ending sound of a word to a given word (-gh; all words read aloud)

183 Matches the beginning sound of a picture word to a given word (f-; picture word read aloud; all words read 
aloud and shown)

188 Matches the ending sound of a word to a given word (-gh; all words read aloud and shown)

 Subgoal : Sound Manipulation and Syllabication

153 Selects which word has the most syllables (words read aloud and shown)

156 Selects the number of syllables in a given word (two syllables; color word; all words read aloud and shown)

160 Selects which picture word that has one syllable (all pictures and words read aloud and shown)

165 Selects the word that has one syllable

167 Finds the word from three given sounds (blending; all words read aloud)

170 Selects the number of syllables in a given picture word (two syllables; all words read aloud and shown)

175 Selects the number of syllables in a given word (two syllables; month; all words read aloud and shown)

176 Deletes the beginning blend to make a new word (in-; answer options shown)
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180 Selects the word that has three syllable (words read aloud and shown)

182 Selects which word has the fewest syllables (words read aloud and shown)

185 Finds the correct way to divide a three syllable word (prefix ex-; suffix -ment)

185 Matches two words that have the same number of syllables (two syllables; compound word; words read 
aloud and shown)

191 Finds the correct way to divide a five syllable word

194 Finds the correct way to divide a three syllable word (suffix -est)

194 Matches two words with the same number of syllables (three syllables; words read aloud and shown)

200 Matches two picture words with the same number of syllables (two syllables; all picture words read aloud and 
shown)

201 Selects the word that has four syllables (words read aloud and shown)

206 Finds the correct way to divide a two syllable word (suffix -ly)

 Subgoal : Spelling Patterns and Rhyming

141 Selects the word family that completes the word (at)

154 Matches a rhyming word to a given word (word read aloud)

164 Classifies words with the same word family (ike; all words read aloud and shown)

165 Classifies given words that rhyme (all text read aloud and shown)

166 Selects a letter to make a word

179 Matches rhyming words from a given nursery rhyme

180 Matches four words that rhyme (all text read aloud and shown)

 Subgoal : Vowel Patterns

142 Matches a letter to an beginning sound (short a-; all picture words read aloud)

143 Matches words to given picture words (CVC; short -a)

147 Matches a word to a picture (short -e; CVC)

147 Matches a word to a picture (short -i; CVC)

150 Matches a word to a picture (short -o; CVC)

152 Matches a word to a given word (good)

152 Recognizes a letter that makes a given sound (-i)

155 Matches a word to a picture (CCVCC)
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156 Identifies the letter -o as a vowel

158 Matches a picture to a given word (CCVCC; all pictures read aloud)

163 Matches a word to a picture word that has the same ending sound (-ay as in play; all picture words and text 
read aloud)

163 Matches a word to a picture word that has the same middle sound (medial short -a-; all picture words and text 
read aloud and shown)

164 Matches a word to a picture word that has the same middle sound (medial long -i-; all picture words and text 
read aloud and shown)

165 Matches a word to a picture word that has the same middle sound (medial long -o-; all picture words and text 
read aloud and shown)

166 Matches a word  to a picture word that has the same middle sound (medial short -u-; picture words and text 
read aloud and shown)

166 Matches a word to a picture word that has the same middle sound (medial short -o-; all picture words and text 
read aloud and shown)

169 Matches a given middle sound to a word (medial -oi- as in boil; all text read aloud)

169 Matches a picture to a given word (long -o, -oa; all pictures read aloud)

169 Matches two words that have the same middle sound (medial short -u-; all  text read aloud and shown)

169 Matches two words that same middle sound (medial -oo- as in spoon; all  text read aloud and shown)

171 Matches a word to a picture (CVCe)

172 Compares the middle sound of two words (short -o-; all words read aloud and shown)

172 Matches a given sound to a word (ending sound -ay as in play; all text read aloud)

172 Matches two picture words that have the same middle sound (medial short -u-; all picture words read aloud 
and shown)

175 Matches two words that have the same middle sound (medial -ar- as in farm; all text read aloud and shown)

177 Classifies given words with the same middle sound (medial long -e)

179 Matches two words that have the same middle sound (medial long -i-; CVCe; all text read aloud and shown)

188 Matches a given sound to a word (-ey as in key; all text read aloud)

196 Matches two words that have the same middle sound (medial long -i-; -igh-; all text read aloud and shown)

207 Matches a word to a picture word that has the same middle sound (medial -ir-; all picture words and text read 
aloud and shown)

213 Matches two words that have the same ending sound (-oy as in boy; all text read aloud and shown)

218 Matches a word that has the same vowel sound as a given word (diphthong -ow; -ou; all words read aloud 
and shown.)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Reading

Concepts of Print

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Developmental Reading Skills

120 Matches a given letter (lowercase -g; visual discrimination)

125 Matches a given letter (uppercase -L; visual discrimination)

126 Matches a given letter (uppercase -G; visual discrimination

126 Matches a given letter (uppercase -M; visual discrimination)

127 Matches a given letter (uppercase -A; visual discrimination)

127 Matches a given letter (uppercase -C; visual discrimination)

127 Matches a given letter (uppercase -J; visual discrimination)

127 Matches a given letter (uppercase -N; visual discrimination)

128 Matches a given letter (lowercase -e; visual discrimination)

128 Matches a given letter (lowercase -j; visual discrimination)

128 Matches a given letter (uppercase -F; visual discrimination)

128 Matches a given letter (uppercase -K; visual discrimination)

129 Matches a given letter (uppercase -Z; visual discrimination)

130 Identifies the bottom of a page

130 Matches letters (uppercase -K and lowercase -k)

130 Recognizes a letter (uppercase -B)

130 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -x

131 Recognizes a letter (lowercase -t)

132 Identifies the top of the page of a book

132 Matches letters (uppercase -A and lowercase -a)

132 Recognizes a letter (lowercase -g)

132 Recognizes a letter (uppercase -I)

132 Recognizes a letter (uppercase -K)
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133 Discriminates numbers from non-numbers (letters, words, numbers, pictures)

133 Discriminates words from non-words (single letters, pictures, punctuation marks, words)

133 Matches a given letter (lowercase -h; visual discrimination)

133 Matches a given word to the same given word (three letter word; visual discrimination)

134 Matches a given letter (lowercase -b; visual discrimination)

134 Matches a series of lowercase letters to uppercase letters (-Ii; -Gg; -Qq; -Ee; manipulatives used)

134 Matches letters (uppercase -E and lowercase -e)

134 Matches letters (uppercase -F and lowercase -f)

134 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -m

134 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -z

135 Identifies the first word in a sentence

135 Matches a given word to the same given word (five letter word; visual discrimination)

136 Matches a given letter (lowercase -i; visual discrimination)

136 Matches a given word to the same given word (four letter word; common sight word; visual discrimination)

136 Recognizes a letter (lowercase -l)

136 Recognizes a letter (uppercase -J)

136 Recognizes a letter that makes a given sound (-w)

136 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -N

136 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -Z

137 Classifies objects that are identical (three objects; fruit; visual discrimination)

137 Identifies the last word in a sentence

137 Matches letters (uppercase -H and lowercase -h)

137 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -X

138 Discriminates sentences from non-sentences (words, sentences, letters, strings of letters)

138 Matches letters (uppercase -B and lowercase -b)

138 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -n

138 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -D

139 Identifies the front of a book

139 Identifies the title from the title page of a book
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140 Classifies objects that are identical (two objects; dogs; visual discrimination)

140 Identifies the title on the cover of a book

140 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -M

141 Identifies a picture on a page from a book

142 Identifies the back of a book

142 Identifies the word that is a number word

142 Matches letters (uppercase -Q and lowercase -q)

143 Identifies the last letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-j; series of five letters in ABC order)

143 Matches a given word to the same given word (four letter word; visual discrimination)

143 Recognizes a letter that makes a given sound (-v)

144 Identifies where to stop reading on a page of book

144 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -d

145 Identifies the letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-n; series of five letters in ABC order)

146 Identifies the letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-f; series of five letters in ABC order)

146 Identifies the number of the letters in a word (four letters; numbers read aloud)

146 Identifies where to start reading on a page of a book

146 Matches letters (uppercase -D and lowercase -d)

147 Identifies the letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-d; series of four letters in ABC order)

147 Identifies the letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-f; series of seven letters in ABC order)

147 Recognizes the correct order of the alphabet (shown)

148 Identifies the direction of reading in a page of a book

151 Identifies the letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-g; series of six letters in ABC order)

151 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -p

151 Selects a simple sentence that uses spaces correctly between words (four words sentence -not read aloud)

152 Discriminates words from non-words (single letters, pictures, strings of letters, words)

152 Identifies the first letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-u; series of six letters in ABC order)

152 Identifies the number of words in a sentence (five word sentence; not read aloud)

154 Identifies the letter missing in an alphabetical sequence of letters (-q; series of five letters in ABC order)

155 Identifies the number of words heard in a sentence (six word sentence; read aloud)
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155 Matches a given word (seven letter word; visual discrimination)

156 Identifies the number of words in a sentence (six word sentence; not read aloud)

157 Identifies where to stop reading on a page of a book

159 Identifies the name of the author on the cover of a book

163 Alphabetizes four pictures with corresponding words (first letter; manipulatives used)

163 Finds a group of letters that is in alphabetical order (four letters given)

165 Alphabetizes four words (first letter; alphabetical sequence; manipulatives used)

165 Identifies that spaces are between words in a sentence (sentence read aloud and shown)

168 Alphabetizes four words (first letter, manipulatives used)

168 Finds the group of words in alphabetical order (first letter; four words given)

168 Matches a given phrase (three words; visual discrimination)

171 Alphabetizes four words (second letter, manipulatives used)

171 Finds the group of words in alphabetical order (first letter; three words given)

173 Identifies the illustrator on the cover of a book

174 Alphabetizes three words (second letter, manipulatives used)

175 Alphabetizes five words (first letter, manipulatives)

178 Alphabetizes four letters (manipulatives used)

200 Finds the group of words in alphabetical order (second letter; three words given)

 Subgoal : Developmental Writing Skills

135 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -C

135 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -V

136 Recognizes uppercase letter -A

137 Recognizes lowercase letter -g

137 Recognizes lowercase letter -q

137 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -o

137 Recognizes the correct from of uppercase letter -Q

138 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -G

138 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -O

138 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -T
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139 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -r

139 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -v

139 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -H

139 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -K

139 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -S

140 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -h

140 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -I

140 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -R

140 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -W

140 Recognizes the correct from of uppercase letter -E

141 Recognizes uppercase letter -Z

142 Recognizes lowercase  letter -w

143 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -c

143 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -L

143 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -Y

144 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -k

144 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -s

144 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -u

145 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -a

145 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -I

145 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -P

145 Recognizes uppercase letter -F

149 Recognizes the correct form of uppercase letter -U

151 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -b

156 Recognizes the correct form of lowercase letter -l

169 Recognizes the correct form and size of lowercase letter -f

171 Identifies the author of a letter

 Subgoal : Environmental Print

113 Recognizes a sign (stop sign)
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138 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (a phone; meaning read aloud)

146 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (stop sign; meaning read aloud)

150 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (school crossing; meanings read aloud)

150 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (stop light; all meanings read aloud)

152 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (handicap; meanings read aloud)

153 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (railroad crossing sign; picture meanings read aloud)

163 Infers an event to represent a given advertisement (school starting)

163 Infers the purpose for a given sign

165 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (restroom symbols; meanings read aloud)

168 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (exit sign; meaning read aloud)

169 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (no bikes allowed; meanings read aloud)

170 Infers an event to represent a given advertisement (Thanksgiving)

173 Interprets a meaning to represent a given advertisement (event ending)

177 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (bike route; meanings read aloud)

178 Infers an event to represent a given advertisement (gardening)

178 Infers an event to represent a given advertisement (summer vacation)

184 Interprets the meaning of a given sign (pedestrian crossing sign; meaning read aloud)

192 Interprets a meaning to represent a given advertisement (event beginning)

210 Evaluates incorrect information in a given advertisement
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Reading

Vocabulary 

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Base Words, Prefixes, Suffixes

157 Finds a prefix that completes a word in a given sentence (in-; all text read aloud and shown)

176 Finds a word based on given definitions (prefix; suffix; all text read aloud and shown)

176 Identifies the base word for a given word (five syllables; all text read aloud and shown)

185 Identifies the base word for a given word (two syllables; all text read aloud and shown)

196 Identifies the base word for a given word (three syllables; all text read aloud and shown)

214 Identifies the base word for a given word (four syllables; all text read aloud and shown)

 Subgoal : Compound Words, Contractions

146 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (I'm; contraction read aloud and shown)

151 Matches a compound word to given picture words (all text read aloud and shown)

155 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (they've; contraction read aloud and shown)

156 Identifies the contraction for given words (we'll)

156 Identifies the word that is a compound word (four words given; all text read aloud and shown)

159 Identifies the contraction for given words (all text read aloud and shown)

159 Matches two words to a given compound word (all text read aloud and shown)

162 Identifies a compound word within a sentence (all text read aloud and shown)

162 Identifies the compound word within a sentence (all text read aloud and shown)

162 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (you're; contraction read aloud and shown)

163 Identifies the contraction for a given word

163 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (I'd; contraction read aloud and shown)

164 Discriminates among words to select the word that is a contraction

164 Matches words to given words (compound words; all text read aloud and shown)

165 Identifies the contraction for given words (you've)

165 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (isn't; contraction read aloud and shown)
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165 Infers the word that best completes a given sentence (compound word; all text read aloud and shown)

166 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (shouldn't; contraction read aloud and shown)

168 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (hasn't; contraction read aloud and shown)

169 Finds the word that will complete a compound word (all text read aloud and shown)

170 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (contraction read aloud)

170 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (I've; contraction read aloud and shown)

180 Identifies the word that is a compound word (four different words given; all text read aloud and shown)

194 Identifies the words that create a given contraction (we're; contraction read aloud and shown)

 Subgoal : Content Vocabulary and Context Clues

127 Matches a picture to a given word (flower; all text read aloud)

127 Matches colored crayons to correct color word (blue, yellow, green)

141 Identifies a word based on a given definition (all text read aloud)

146 Infers the meaning of a word within a given sentence (one syllable word; all text read aloud and shown)

149 Infers the subject that completes a given sentence (beginning of a sentence; semantics and syntactical cues; 
all text read aloud and shown)

154 Infers the word that completes a given sentence (semantic and syntactical cues; all text read aloud and 
shown)

157 Infers the meaning of a word within the context of a given sentence (three syllable word; all text read aloud 
and shown)

162 Infers the meaning of a homonym within a given sentence (cast; all text read aloud and shown)

162 Infers the meaning of a word within a given sentence (two syllable word; all text read aloud and shown)

165 Infers the subject that completes a given sentence (middle of a sentence; semantics and syntactical cues; all 
text read aloud and shown)

176 Locates the meaning of a word in a paragraph (recycle; question read aloud and shown)

183 Infers the meaning of a homonym within a given sentence (check; all text read aloud and shown)

184 Infers the meaning of a word within a given  paragraph (three syllable word; 2-5 sentences all text read aloud 
and shown)

189 Locates the meaning of a word in a paragraph (literary passage; 2-5 sentence)

192 Infers the meaning of a word within a given paragraph (six syllable word; 2-5 sentences; all text read aloud 
and shown)

210 Infers the meaning of a homonym within a given sentence (set; all text read aloud and shown)

 Subgoal : Sight Words
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 Subgoal : Sight Words

137 Identifies a given sight word (the)

140 Identifies a given sight word (and)

142 Identifies a given sight word (it)

143 Identifies a given sight word (funny)

145 Identifies a given sight word (big)

147 Identifies a given color word (blue)

147 Identifies a given sight word (are)

148 Identifies a given sight word (all)

148 Identifies a given sight word (will)

150 Identifies a sight word in a given sentence (don't)

153 Identifies a given sight word (find)

 Subgoal : Synonyms, Antonyms, Homonyms, Homographs, Homophones

140 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (no; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

150 Matches words that have opposite meanings (antonyms; all text read aloud and shown)

154 Matches a definition to a word in a given sentence (all text read aloud and shown)

157 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (here; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

158 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (to; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

159 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (blew; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

159 Matches a picture word to a given word (opposites; antonyms; all picture words and text read aloud)

159 Matches words with the same meaning (small; synonyms; all text read aloud and shown)

160 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (roll; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

160 Matches words with the same meaning (synonyms; word given; all text read aloud and shown)

161 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (two; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

163 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (chews; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

163 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (know; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

163 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (right; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

163 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (write; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

163 Matches words with the same meaning (synonyms; all text read aloud and shown)
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167 Finds the pair of words that are synonyms (all text read aloud and shown)

167 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (choose; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

167 Infers the word that best completes a sentence (synonyms; word given; all text read aloud and shown)

168 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (hear; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

168 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (role; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

172 Identifies the homophone to a given word (all text read aloud and shown)

174 Matches words that have opposite meanings (night; antonyms; all text read aloud and shown)

178 Identifies the homonym to a given word (all text read aloud and shown)

187 Identifies a homophone to complete a given sentence (too; semantic cues; all text read aloud and shown)

191 Matches a word to given multiple meanings (homophone; all text read aloud and shown)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Reading

Comprehension

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Evaluative Comprehension 

151 Interprets information from a given picture (listening comprehension)

153 Compares pictures to determine how they are similar (listening comprehension)

154 Interprets a simile (listening comprehension)

156 Infers the author's purpose for a given advertisement

168 Compares how two objects are not alike from a given description

169 Distinguishes real from make-believe in a group of sentences

171 Infers the author's view point from an illustration (listening comprehension)

174 Classifies a word as belonging with given words

174 Distinguishes a true statement from a given statement

176 Infers the purpose of a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

178 Distinguishes a fact versus opinions in given sentences

178 Distinguishes sentences that are not facts

181 Classifies how given book covers are alike

181 Classifies how given words are alike (one and two syllable words; furniture)

182 Classifies a informational passage as containing a fact (2-5 sentences)

184 Classifies books based on their titles (illustrations only)

184 Finds the detail that does not support a given topic (informational passage; listening comprehension)

187 Distinguishes facts from opinions

188 Distinguishes an opinion in a given informational passage (2-5 sentences)

191 Distinguishes an opinion versus facts in given sentences

191 Infers the authors viewpoint from an informational passage (2-5 sentences)

200 Distinguishes an opinion in a given informational passage (6-10 sentences)

203 Compares words to a given simile
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208 Infers the author's purpose in an informational passage (2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

 Subgoal : Interpretive Comprehension

121 Predicts the next event from a given description (2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

128 Infers the answer to a riddle (illustrations only; listening comprehension)

128 Recognizes characters of a book from a given cover illustration (literary)

132 Recognizes story characters

133 Infers a detail from a literary passage (2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

137 Recognizes the characters of a literary passage (given cover illustration; listening comprehension)

140 Infers the cause of a given effect (illustration only)

143 Infers the story problem in a literary passage (2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

143 Predicts the next event after a given event (displayed as pictures)

146 Identifies the characters of a literary passage (listening comprehension)

146 Infers the setting from a given book cover (the woods)

147 Infers the answer to a given riddle 

147 Predicts the next event from a given picture (illustration only)

149 Infers the word that best completes a given poem (word repetition; listening comprehension)

149 Predicts the next event from an informational passage (2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

149 Predicts the next event from given descriptions and illustrations (listening comprehension)

150 Infers the best title from a description (listening comprehension)

151 Infers the main idea of an informational passage (2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

154 Infers the phrase that best completes a sentence (predictable text; 2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

156 Infers the main idea from a given illustration and description (listening comprehension)

157 Infers the setting from given illustrations and descriptions (listening comprehension)

158 Infers the narrator in given dialogue (2-5 sentences)

159 Infers the phrase that best completes a sentence (poem; rhyming; 2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

160 Predicts a setting based on a given set of words

160 Predicts the next event for a given series of pictures (illustration and text)

161 Infers the setting from a given book cover (the beach)

161 Infers the topic of a book for a given title and cover illustration
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161 Infers the word that best completes a sentence (predictable text; 2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

161 Predicts the next event from a literary passage (6-10 sentences; listening comprehension)

162 Infers the word that best completes a given poem (rhyme; listening comprehension)

162 Matches a picture to a given description (title of story; listening comprehension)

164 Infers the main idea of a given poem

164 Predicts a topic from given book titles

165 Infers character's feelings in a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

166 Interprets a simile (listening comprehension)

167 Predicts the setting from a given dialogue (2-5 sentences)

168 Infers a topic for a friendly letter

168 Infers the main idea of a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

168 Infers the setting from a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

169 Infers the content of a book from a given title

170 Predicts the next event from a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

171 Identifies the setting from a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

171 Infers a conclusion from a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

171 Infers the season from a given description

171 Infers the topic from a given list

172 Infers the main idea of an informational passage (listening comprehension; 2-5 sentences)

173 Infers a topic for a group of given book covers and titles (informational text)

174 Infers character traits from a given description in a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

174 Infers the word that best completes a given rhyme (listening comprehension)

174 Predicts the next event from a given description (2-5 sentences)

174 Predicts the next line of a predictable literary text (2-5 sentences)

175 Classifies how given words are alike (one syllable words; objects that float)

175 Infers a detail from a literary passage (cause and effect; 2-5 sentences)

176 Infers a conclusion from an informational passage (2-5 sentences)

176 Infers the phrase that best completes a sentence (poem; 2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

176 Infers the story problem in a literary passage (2-5 sentences)
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178 Classifies how given words are alike (one and two syllable words; grouped by function)

178 Classifies how given words are alike (one and two syllables; games)

180 Infers the problem in a literary passage (2-5 sentences)

184 Infers an attribute of a character from a given description (2-5 sentences)

191 Infers the story setting based on evidence (2-5 sentences)

195 Identifies a phrase as a metaphor (listening comprehension)

195 Infers a detail from an informational passage (written directions; 2-5 sentences)

203 Infers the cause for a given effect (informational passage; 6-10 sentences)

 Subgoal : Literal Comprehension

128 Locates a specific Map feature using the map key

132 Matches a book cover for a given topic

134 Matches a book title and cover illustration to a given topic

134 Matches a picture to a story element (problem; stated; listening comprehension)

135 Matches a picture to a given description (details; listening comprehension)

135 Matches a title of a book to a given cover illustration (stated; listening comprehension)

136 Matches a description to the topic of a book (listening comprehension)

136 Matches a picture to a story element (setting; stated; listening comprehension)

137 Matches a picture to a given description (story detail; listening comprehension)

140 Matches a picture to a given description (main character; listening comprehension)

140 Matches a picture to a given description (two-step directions; real world objects; listening comprehension)

141 Matches a picture and sentence to a given description (story detail; listening comprehension)

141 Matches a picture to a given description ( main idea; listening comprehension)

143 Matches a picture to a given sequence of events (first event; listening comprehension)

143 Matches a picture word to a given description (story details; listening comprehension)

154 Matches a picture to a given description (two-step directions; shapes; listening comprehension)

155 Locates the story problem in a literary passage (stated; 2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

155 Matches a picture to a given sequence of events (next event; listening comprehension)

158 Predicts the next event from a given series of pictures (illustrations only)

159 Recognizes a map 
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161 Locates the diagram that is labeled correctly

161 Recognizes a fiction book from given book title and cover illustrations

162 Matches the topic of a book from its given title and cover illustration

162 Recognizes a picture of text as an example of a letter (friendly)

163 Finds the first step stated in written directions (2-5 sentences)

163 Finds the last event stated in written directions (6-10 sentences)

165 Identifies the two rhyming words in a sentence (stated)

165 Locates a detail that does not belong in a literary passage (stated; 2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

165 Locates the setting in a literary passage (stated; 2-5 sentences)

166 Locates a detail in descriptive sentences (stated; 2-5 sentences)

166 Recognizes the genre of a book from its cover and illustration (fiction; make-believe)

167 Locates the cause of a given effect (stated; one sentence)

168 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (stated; 2-5 sentences)

168 Matches a picture to a given story sequence (middle of the story; listening comprehension)

169 Recognizes a list

170 Locates a detail that does not belong in a literary passage (stated; 6-10 sentences; listening comprehension)

170 Locates information in a short literary passage (2-5 sentences)

170 Locates information in an informational passage (2-5 sentences; listening comprehension)

171 Identifies the genre from a story description (fairy tale)

172 Locates a detail from a given description (comparison; stated)

172 Locates a detail in a short informational passage (stated; 2-5 sentences)

173 Locates a detail in a literary passage (stated; 2-5 sentences)

173 Locates a detail in an informational passage (stated; 6-10 sentences)

174 Locates information in a table of contents

176 Finds the next event in a story sequence (stated; event given; 6-10 sentences)

176 Identifies the two rhyming words in a poem

177 Matches a book to a given topic

179 Locates the cause of a given effect (literary passage; stated; 2-5 sentences)

179 Matches a topic for a group of given book covers and titles (informational text)
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180 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (stated; 5-10 sentences)

182 Recognizes the genre of a given text (poem)

185 Locates a word based on a given definition in an informational passage (definition stated; 2-5 sentences)

192 Identifies the genre of a literary passage (legend; 2-5 sentences)

193 Infers the purpose for a dedication in a book

195 Identifies genre from a description (fiction)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Reading

Writing

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Conventions of Language

133 Edits a sentence for punctuation (question mark; all text read aloud)

141 Matches a word to its punctuation (short -a words)

145 Identifies the medial vowel needed to a short vowel word (short -u; word given)

146 Identifies the symbol that punctuates a question

147 Spells a given word correctly (a)

147 Spells a given word correctly (go)

149 Spells a given word correctly (to)

150 Spells a given word correctly ("I")

150 Spells a given word correctly (it)

150 Spells a given word correctly (the)

150 Spells a given word correctly (we)

151 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (capitalization; first word in a sentence)

152 Spells a given word correctly (he)

154 Spells a given word correctly (can)

154 Spells a given word correctly (you)

156 Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given sentence (my)

157 Edits a sentence for capitalization (the first word in a sentence)

157 Spells a given word correctly (and)

158 Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given sentence (green)

158 Spells a given word correctly (be)

159 Edits a sentence for punctuation (period; all text read aloud)

159 Spells a given word correctly (am)

159 Spells a given word correctly (as)
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160 Edits a sentence for capitalization (the first word in a sentence; all text read aloud)

161 Detects the word that is spelled correctly (would)

161 Edits a sentence for capitalization (proper noun; state; all text read aloud)

161 Identifies the meaning of a given punctuation mark (capital; proper noun; all text read aloud)

162 Identifies the meaning of a given punctuation mark (period; all text read aloud)

162 Spells a given word correctly (have)

163 Spells a given word correctly (plant)

165 Identifies the meaning of a given punctuation mark (all text read aloud)

165 Spells a given word correctly (wish)

166 Detects the word that is spelled correctly (-ake; long -a)

166 Edits a sentence for punctuation (use of period in abbreviation; all text read aloud)

166 Spells a given word correctly (was)

167 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (punctuation; commas in a series)

167 Edits a sentence for capitalization (proper noun; all text read aloud)

167 Spells a given word correctly (then)

168 Detects the words that are spelled correctly (sight words)

168 Edits a sentence for capitalization ("I"; all text read aloud)

169 Edits a sentence for punctuation (exclamation point; all text read aloud)

169 Spells a given word correctly (your)

170 Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given sentence (because)

170 Edits a sentence for capitalization (proper noun; days of the week; all text read aloud)

171 Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given sentence (their)

171 Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given sentence (very)

171 Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given sentence (were)

171 Edits a sentence for mechanics (capitalization of the first word in a sentence; all text read aloud)

171 Identifies the meaning of a given punctuation mark (capital letter the first word in a sentence; all text read 
aloud)

171 Spells a given word correctly (down)

172 Identifies the meaning of a given punctuation mark (exclamation point; all text read aloud)

173 Identifies the meaning of a given punctuation mark (quotes; all text read aloud)
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174 Detects the word that is spelled correctly in a given sentence (always)

175 Identifies the meaning of given capitalization (capital 'I'; all text read aloud)

176 Spells a given word correctly (very)

177 Detects if a sentence is correct and the type of correction needed (question mark; all text read aloud)

177 Spells a given word correctly (little)

180 Spells a given word correctly (right)

181 Spells a given word correctly (would)

186 Edits a sentence for capitalization (nationality; all text read aloud)

186 Edits a sentence for punctuation (commas in a list; all text read aloud)

186 Identifies the meaning of given capitalization (proper noun; all text read aloud)

189 Edits a sentence for punctuation (comma in a date; all text aloud)

190 Spells a given word correctly (because)

197 Edits a sentence for punctuation (comma in-between city and state; all text aloud)

203 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (punctuation; all text read aloud)

210 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (capitalization; proper noun; all text read aloud)

 Subgoal : Grammatical Patterns

132 Demonstrates the meaning of prepositional phrase (parts of speech; on)

148 Identifies an adjective to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

148 Identifies the helping verb that completes a given sentence (all text read aloud)

149 Identifies the correct verb form to complete the sentence (past tense; all text read aloud)

151 Identifies a helping verb to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

153 Identifies the correct tense of an action verb to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

153 Identifies the correct verb form to complete a given sentence (past tense; all text read aloud)

155 Identifies a noun to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

155 Identifies an action verb to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

155 Identifies the correct adjective to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

155 Identifies the correct adverb form to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

155 Identifies the correct adverb form to complete a given sentence (superlative -est; all text read aloud)

155 Identifies the correct verb tense to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)
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157 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (subject/verb agreement; all text read aloud)

160 Identifies an adverb in a given sentence (all text read aloud)

160 Identifies an adverb to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

166 Identifies a verb to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

166 Identifies the correct verb form to complete a given sentence (helping verb and use of correct suffix; all text 
read aloud)

167 Classifies a list of words (nouns; all text read aloud)

167 Identifies the action word in a given sentence (all text read aloud)

168 Substitutes a proper noun for a pronoun within a given sentence (he; all text read aloud)

169 Identifies the correct verb form to complete a given sentence (present tense; all text read aloud)

170 Identifies a number word in a given sentence (several; all text read aloud)

171 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (proper use of "I" as a pronoun; all text read aloud)

175 Identifies the phrase that describes a subject in a given sentence (all text read aloud)

176 Substitutes a pronoun for a phrase in a given sentence (us; all text read aloud)

180 Classifies a list of words (action verbs; all text read aloud)

185 Classifies a list of words (adjectives; all text read aloud)

186 Substitutes a pronoun for a proper noun in a given sentence (we; all text read aloud)

189 Substitutes the proper noun for a pronoun in a given sentence (all text read aloud)

191 Classifies a list of words (adverbs; all text read aloud)

191 Identifies a noun in a given sentence (all text read aloud)

202 Identifies the correct intensive pronoun to complete a given sentence (themselves; all text read aloud)

212 Identifies the correct tense to complete a given sentence (lay, lie, lying; all text read aloud)

 Subgoal : Language Structure, Phrase, Sentence, Paragraph

155 Identifies a noun to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

158 Creates a phrase from given words (three word phrase; illustration shown)

159 Creates a phrase from given words (two word phrase; illustration shown)

159 Identifies the correct subject to complete a given sentence (plural noun; all text read aloud)

161 Identifies a paragraph (all text read aloud)

162 Creates a phrase from given words (three word phrase; phrase read aloud)
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163 Identifies the correct helping verb and adjective to complete a given sentence (all text read aloud)

165 Edits a sentence for punctuation (question mark; all text read aloud)

171 Edits a sentence for punctuation (period; all text read aloud)

185 Identifies the purpose of a given sentence (statement; all text read aloud)

194 Identifies the incomplete sentence (all text read aloud)

 Subgoal : Writing Process

131 Locates the correct adjective that describes a given picture

140 Locates a sentence that describes a picture (prepositional phrase; all text read aloud)

142 Locates a topic for a given picture (sale sign; words not read aloud)

146 Matches the plural form of a word to a given illustration

148 Infers the writing topic from a writing web (illustrated; all text read aloud)

149 Classifies two adjectives that describe a certain feeling (all text read aloud)

149 Locates a sentence that describes a picture (all text read aloud)

150 Creates a sentence using given words (three word sentence; illustration shown)

150 Infers a topic for a writing plan (illustration; all words read aloud)

150 Sorts the pictures that belong with a specific story topic

153 Classifies a word for a Venn diagram (words not read aloud)

153 Locates the correct adjective and noun to describe a given picture

157 Creates a sentence using given words (four word sentence; illustration shown)

157 Matches the editing mark to the explanation (spelling; all text read aloud)

158 Infers a topic for a writing plan (illustration; setting; all words read aloud)

160 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (sentence structure; all text read aloud)

161 Edits a sentence for punctuation (period; all text read aloud)

161 Infers a topic for a writing plan (list; all text read aloud)

168 Evaluates writing strategies for a given purpose (advertisement; all text read aloud)

168 Finds a detail that does not fit a given topic (description; non example; all text read aloud)

168 Infers a topic for a writing plan (writing web; all text read aloud)

169 Sorts a list of words for a given topic (all text read aloud)

170 Edits a sentence for capitalization (first word in a sentence; proper noun; all text read aloud)
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171 Edits a sentence for capitalization (first word in a sentence; date; all text read aloud)

171 Edits a sentence for capitalization (the first word in a sentence; proper noun; all text read aloud)

171 Finds the detail that does not support a given topic (paragraph; non example; all text read aloud)

172 Detects the type of correction needed in a given sentence (spelling; all text read aloud)

173 Detects they type of correction needed in a given sentence (question mark; all text read aloud)

173 Edits a friendly letter for capitalization (greeting; proper noun; holiday; all text read aloud)

173 Matches the meaning of one sentence to another sentence (use of conjunctions; all text read aloud)

174 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (punctuation; all text read aloud)

174 Detects the type of correction needed in a given sentence (capitalization; proper noun; all text read aloud)

175 Detects the type of correction needed in a given sentence (first word in a sentence; capitalization; all text 
read aloud)

175 Finds a detail that does not fit a given topic (directions; non example; all text read aloud)

176 Detects a revision to improve a given writing sample (sentence length; all text read aloud)

176 Detects a revision to improve a given writing sample (word choice; all text read aloud)

176 Detects they type of correction needed in a given sentence (subject/verb agreement; all text read aloud)

176 Edits a friendly letter for capitalization (greeting; days of the week; closing; all text read aloud)

176 Edits sentences for capitalization (first word in a sentence; proper noun; all text read aloud)

177 Edits a sentence for capitalization (proper noun; holiday; all text read aloud)

178 Creates a sentence using given words (six word sentence; illustration shown)

178 Detects the type of correction needed in a given sentence (spacing; all text read aloud)

183 Classifies adjectives best used to describe a mystery story (all text read aloud)

183 Creates a sentence using given words (seven word sentence; illustration shown)

184 Creates a paragraph from gives sentences (sentences read aloud)

184 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (capitalization; proper nouns; all text read aloud)

185 Detects the sentence that is written correctly (capitalization; nouns versus proper nouns; all text read aloud)

194 Judges appropriate sources for finding information (reports; all text read aloud)

197 Judges appropriate sources for finding information (facts and data; all text read aloud)

199 Evaluates writing strategies for a given purpose (written report; all text read aloud)

201 Infers the best description for a specific purpose (word choice; all text read aloud)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Mathematics

Problem Solving

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Logic, Reasoning, Conjectures, and Proof

165 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (substitution; 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10)

181 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (equivalence; real-world objects; objects ≤ 10)

187 Solves a non-routine story problem using logic (comparison; height)

187 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (determine 2nd addend, then solve; 1-digit 
addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives given; real-world objects)

188 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (determine 2nd addend, then solve; 1-digit 
addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives given; real-world objects)

190 Solves a non-routine story problem using logic (comparison; money)

193 Selects a valid if-then statement (2-D geometric figures)

193 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (determine 2nd addend, then solve; 1- and 
2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100)

194 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (equivalence; 1-digit addends, 1-digit minuend 
and subtrahend; sum ≤ 10, minuend ≤ 10)

194 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (equivalence; 1-digit addends, 1-digit minuend 
and subtrahend; sum ≤ 5, minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

196 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (determine 2nd addend, then solve; 1-digit 
addends; sum ≤ 10)

198 Solves a non-routine story problem using logic (sum ≤ 10; numerals shown)

200 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (equivalence; 1-digit addends, 1-digit minuend 
and subtrahend; sum ≤ 10, minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

202 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (equivalence; 1-digit addends, sum ≤ 20; 
manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

203 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (arithmetic pattern; 2-digit minuend, 1-digit 
subtrahend; minuend ≤20)

211 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (determine 2nd addend, then solve; 1-digit 
addends; sum ≤ 20)

212 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (working backwards; fractions; 1/2)

221 Solves a non-routine story problem using reasoning strategies (equivalence; 1-digit addends, 1-digit minuend 
and subtrahend; sum ≤ 10, minuend ≤ 10; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)
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and subtrahend; sum ≤ 10, minuend ≤ 10; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

 Subgoal : Solution Strategies and Verification of Answers

157 Selects a strategy of working backwards to solve a non-routine story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; 
manipulatives shown)

172 Selects an operation to solve an addition story problem (2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; operation word shown)

177 Selects a strategy that will not solve an addition story problem (incorrect operation; 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; 
manipulatives shown)

183 Selects a strategy that will not solve a subtraction equation (incorrect operation on a number line; 1-digit 
minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives shown)

185 Selects an operation to solve an addition story problem (2-digit addends; sum ≤ 1000; operation word shown)

186 Selects a strategy of using an equation to verify the answer to an addition equation (fact family; 1-digit 
addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and equations shown)

187 Selects a strategy of using a table to solve a multiplication story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; 
manipulatives shown)

194 Selects a strategy that will not solve an addition equation (incorrect operation on a number line; 1-digit 
addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives shown)

194 Selects a strategy that will not solve an addition equation (incorrect operation; 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; 
manipulatives shown)

199 Selects a strategy that will not solve a multiplication story problem (incorrect conceptual strategy; 1-digit 
factors; product ≤ 10; manipulatives shown)

202 Selects a strategy of using an equation to verify the answer to an multiplication equation (1-digit factors; 
product ≤ 20; manipulatives shown)

204 Selects a strategy that will not solve a multiplication story problem (incorrect conceptual strategy; 1-digit 
factor x 10; product ≤ 100; manipulatives shown)

205 Selects a strategy of using a table to solve a multiplication story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; 
manipulatives shown)

208 Selects a strategy of using a number line to verify the answer to an multiplication equation (1-digit factors; 
product ≤ 100; manipulatives shown)

208 Selects a strategy that will not solve a non-routine story problem (incorrect operation from a graph; 1-digit 
addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives shown)

209 Selects a strategy of using an equation to verify the answer to a subtraction story problem (fact family; 2-digit 
minuend, 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; equations shown)

211 Selects a strategy that will not solve a division story problem (incorrect conceptual model; 2-digit dividend, 
1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 20; manipulatives shown)

216 Selects a strategy of using a list to solve a non-routine story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; 
manipulatives shown)
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222 Selects a strategy of using a table to solve an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; 
manipulatives shown)

 Subgoal : Understand and Represent Word Problems

143 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

148 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

149 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

156 Represents a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; using manipulatives; 
real-world objects)

156 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and operation symbol 
shown; base-10 blocks)

159 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; equations shown; addition and subtraction 
equations)

160 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

160 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and operation symbol shown; 
base-10 blocks)

161 Represents an addition expression (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and operation symbol shown; 
geometric shapes)

161 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives and operation symbol 
shown; real-world objects)

161 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and equations shown; 
addition and subtraction equations)

162 Represents a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; 
base-10 blocks)

163 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and operation symbol shown; 
geometric shapes)

164 Represents a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; manipulatives 
shown; real-world objects)

164 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and equations shown; 
addition equations)

165 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and operation shown; 
real-world objects)

166 Represents repeated addition (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives and equation shown; arrays)

167 Represents a subtraction expression (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; using manipulatives; 
base-10 blocks)

167 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives shown; number lines)
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169 Represents a subtraction story problem (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; using 
manipulatives; real-world objects)

170 Represents a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; 
real-world objects)

173 Represents a multiplication story problem using repeated addition (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives 
and expressions shown; real-world objects)

173 Represents an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives and equation shown; tally 
marks)

175 Represents a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; operation symbols 
shown; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

177 Represents a subtraction story problem (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; equations 
shown; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division equations)

178 Represents a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; equations shown; 
addition and subtraction equations)

181 Analyzes a subtraction story problem to select relevant information that is missing (2-digit minuend; minuend 
≤ 20)

182 Analyzes a division story problem to select relevant information that is missing (1-digit quotient)

182 Analyzes an addition story problem to select extraneous information;( 1- and 2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100)

184 Represents a multiplication story problem using repeated addition (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; expressions 
shown)

186 Analyzes a multiplication story problem to select relevant information that is missing (1-digit factor)

192 Analyzes a 2-operation story problem to select relevant information that is missing (1-and 2-digit factors, 
unknown minuend; factors ≤ 100)

193 Analyzes a division story problem to select relevant information that is missing (2-digit dividend)

198 Represents a multiplication story problem (1- and 2-digit factors; product ≤ 100; equations shown; addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division equations)

198 Represents a subtraction story problem (2-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 100; equations shown; 
addition and subtraction equations)

201 Represents a division story problem using repeated subtraction (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; 
minuend ≤ 20; equations shown; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division equations)

201 Represents a multiplication story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 100; equations shown; addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division equations)

203 Represents a division story problem using equal sharing (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 20; 
equations shown)

204 Analyzes a comparison story problem to select that not enough information given (1- and 2-digit numbers)

207 Analyzes a multiplication story problem to select extraneous information (1-digit factors)
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208 Represents an equal sharing story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; equations shown)

213 Represents a division story problem (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; quotient ≤ 10; equations shown; 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division equations)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Mathematics

Number Sense

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Count

126 Counts forwards by 2's (≤ 10; next 2 numbers; manipulatives shown; using numerals)

130 Understands one-to-one correspondence (≤ 5; using manipulatives; real-world objects) 

138 Counts forwards by 1's (≤ 5; 5 numbers; using numerals)

142 Counts forwards by 1's (≤ 10; next number; numerals shown)

142 Counts on by 1's (≤ 20; next number; numerals shown)

144 Counts forwards by 1's (≤ 5; next number; manipulatives and numerals shown)

146 Counts forwards by 1's (≤ 5; next number; numerals shown)

146 Understands one-to-one correspondence (≤ 10; using manipulatives; real-world objects) 

150 Counts backwards by 1's (≤ 10; next number; numerals shown)

150 Counts backwards by 1's (≤ 5; next number; numerals shown)

150 Counts on by 1's (≤ 100; next number; numerals shown)

152 Counts on by 1's (≤ 100; next number; manipulatives and numerals shown; number line)

156 Counts forwards by 5's (≤ 100; next number; numerals shown)

159 Counts forwards by 2's (≤ 10; next number; numerals shown)

161 Counts forwards by 2's (≤ 20; next number; numerals shown)

169 Counts on by 2's (≤ 100; from an even number; next number; numerals shown)

170 Counts on by 2's (≤ 20; from an even number; next number; numerals shown)

170 Counts on by 2's (≤ 20; from an odd number; next number; numerals shown)

173 Counts forwards by 3's (≤ 20; next number; numerals shown)

175 Counts on by 2's (≤ 100; from an even number; multiple numbers; numerals shown)

177 Counts on by 2's (≤ 100; from an odd number; next number; numerals shown)

187 Counts on by 10's (≤ 1000; from a number that is not a multiple of 10; multiple numbers; manipulatives and 
numerals shown; hundreds chart)

 Subgoal : Identify, Represent: Whole Numbers, Fractions
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 Subgoal : Identify, Represent: Whole Numbers, Fractions

119 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 5; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

123 Represents a given numeral as a set of objects (≤ 5; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

126 Represents a given numeral on a number line (≤ 5; using manipulatives; number line)

128 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

129 Matches a numeral to a given numeral (≤ 5; numerals shown)

130 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 5; manipulatives and numerals shown; domino tile)

131 Represents 3/4 as part of a whole (manipulatives shown)

133 Matches a numeral to a given numeral (≤ 10; numerals shown)

135 Recognizes the number word for a given numeral (≤ 5)

135 Selects the incorrect decomposition of a number (≤ 5; manipulatives shown)

137 Infers the cardinality of a set (≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; chart)

138 Selects the incorrect decomposition of a number (≤ 10; manipulatives shown)

139 Represents a given set of objects as a number word (≤ 5; manipulatives and number words shown; 
real-world objects)

140 Interprets a number line (≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; number line)

141 Represents a given numeral as a set of objects (≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

142 Represents a given number word as a set of objects (≤ 5; manipulatives shown)

143 Represents a given set of objects as a number word (≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world 
objects)

149 Identifies the value of a penny (manipulatives shown; generic coin; ¢ symbol shown)

150 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 20; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

153 Recognizes the number word for a numeral (≤ 20)

157 Finds the incorrect representation of 1/2 of a whole (manipulatives shown)

157 Represents a given numeral as a set of objects (≤ 20; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

158 Represents 1/2 as part of a whole (manipulatives shown)

158 Understands the value of a dime (manipulatives shown; generic coin, real-world objects; ¢ symbol shown)

159 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 20; manipulatives and numerals shown; base-10 blocks)

160 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 20; manipulatives and numerals shown; numerals given; 
10-frames)

161 Identifies the value of a dime (manipulatives shown; generic coins, ¢ symbol shown)
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162 Interprets a number line (≤ 100; manipulatives and numerals shown; all numerals shown; number line)

166 Represents one-half as part of a whole (manipulatives shown)

167 Represents a given numeral as a number word (≤ 1000; numerals and words shown)

167 Understands the value of a nickel (manipulatives shown; generic coin, real-world objects; ¢ symbol shown)

169 Finds the incorrect representation of a set of objects (≤ 5; manipulatives and numerals shown)

169 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 1000; manipulatives and numerals shown; base-10 blocks)

170 Identifies the coin name for 10¢ (¢ symbol shown)

170 Interprets a number line (≤ 100; manipulatives and numerals shown; multiples of 10 shown; number line)

170 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 100; manipulatives and numerals shown; base-10 blocks)

170 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 20; manipulatives and numerals shown; domino tiles)

171 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 20; manipulatives and numerals shown; 10-frames)

173 Represents a given number word as a numeral (≤ 1000; numerals and words shown)

174 Finds the incorrect representation of 1/4 of a whole (manipulatives shown)

174 Identifies an even number (≤ 100; numerals shown)

175 Illustrates an odd number of objects (≤ 5; manipulatives shown)

176 Represents 1/3 as part of a whole (manipulatives shown)

176 Represents a given set of objects as a numeral (≤ 20; manipulatives and numerals shown; bundles and 
sticks)

177 Represents a given numeral as a set of objects (≤ 100; using manipulatives; bundles of tens and ones)

179 Represents a given numeral on a number line (≤ 20; manipulatives shown; number line)

179 Represents part of a whole as 2/3 (manipulatives shown)

181 Finds the incorrect representation of 1/3 of a whole (manipulatives shown)

181 Selects an expression equivalent to a given expression using compensation strategies (≤ 5; numerals, 
number words, and expressions shown)

186 Represents part of a whole as 1/4 (manipulatives shown; real-world object)

186 Selects an expression equivalent to a given expression using compensation strategies (≤ 10; expressions 
shown)

187 Represents 1/2 as part of a set (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

190 Represents 1/4 as part of a whole (manipulatives shown)

192 Interprets a number line (≤ 100; manipulatives and numerals shown; multiples of 5 shown; number line)
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192 Represents a fraction equivalent to 1/2 (manipulatives and fractions shown)

194 Represents part of a set as 1/3 (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

194 Represents part of a set as 2/3 (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

200 Selects an expression equivalent to a given expression using compensation strategies (≤ 100; expressions 
shown)

201 Represents part of a whole as 1/2 (manipulatives shown; real-world object)

208 Understands the value of money (manipulatives shown; real-world objects; $ symbol shown)

213 Finds the incorrect representation of a monetary amount (money words, ¢ and $ symbols shown)

 Subgoal : Place Value and Base-Ten System

166 Identifies the number of groups of 100 (≤ 1000; manipulatives shown; base-10 blocks)

171 Identifies the number of groups of 10 (≤ 100; manipulatives shown; bean sticks and beans)

171 Represents a given set of objects as a place value description and as a numeral (≤ 100; manipulatives and 
words shown; base-10 blocks)

172 Identifies the number of groups of 10 (≤ 100; manipulatives shown; 10-frames)

176 Identifies the number of groups of 10 (≤ 100; manipulatives shown; base-10 blocks)

177 Represents a given set of objects as a place value description (≤ 100; manipulatives and words shown; 
base-10 blocks)

182 Represents a given place value description as a numeral (≤ 100;  words and numerals shown)

182 Represents a given place value description as a numeral (≤ 20; words and numerals shown)

184 Represents a given place value description as a numeral (≤ 100; words and numerals shown)

186 Identifies groups of 10 (≤ 100; manipulatives shown; dots)

192 Represents a given numeral using expanded notation (> 1000; numerals shown)

194 Identifies the value of a digit in a given numeral (> 1000; tens place)

195 Finds the incorrect representation for a numeral (≤ 20; place value words included; manipulatives, numerals, 
and words shown)

204 Represents a given place value description as a numeral (≤ 100; regrouping required; words and numerals 
shown)

207 Finds the incorrect representation for a numeral (≤ 100; place value words included; regrouping required; 
manipulatives, numerals, and words shown)

 Subgoal : Relative Position and Magnitude

119 Compares sets of objects using the term most (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)
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121 Compares sets of objects using the term more (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

123 Compares sets of objects using the term most (≤ 20; manipulatives shown; domino tiles)

128 Compares sets of objects using the term same number (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; different real-world 
objects)

129 Compares sets of objects using the term more (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

133 Compares numbers using the term greater than (≤ 10; numerals shown)

136 Compares sets of objects using the term more (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; circles)

136 Represents 2nd (using manipulatives; real-world objects; from the left)

139 Understands the concept of between using numbers (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; number line)

144 Understands the concept of between using numbers (≤ 10; numerals shown)

144 Understands the concept of between using numbers (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; linking cubes)

147 Compares numbers using the term less than (≤ 10; using manipulatives; number line)

147 Understands the concept of 1 more than a number (≤ 5; numerals shown)

149 Compares numbers using the term smallest (≤ 5; numerals shown)

149 Compares sets of objects using the term same number (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

150 Compares sets of objects using the term same number (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; cubes)

151 Understands the concept of one more than a number (≤ 10; numerals shown)

152 Compares numbers using the term less than (≤ 10; numerals shown)

152 Compares sets of objects using the term same (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

153 Compares numbers using the term greater than (≤ 20; numerals shown)

154 Compares sets of objects using the term fewer (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

154 Compares sets of objects using the term fewer (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; circles)

155 Compares numbers using the term greater than (≤ 20; using manipulatives; number line)

155 Compares numbers using the term smallest (≤ 100; numerals shown)

155 Compares sets of objects using the term fewest (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

156 Compares numbers using the term smallest (≤ 10; numerals shown)

156 Understands the concept of 1 more than a number (≤ 20; numerals shown)

157 Compares sets of objects using the term fewest (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

157 Compares sets of objects using the term same (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; circles)

158 Compares numbers using the term greater than (≤ 100; numerals shown)
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158 Compares numbers using the term largest (≤ 100; numerals shown)

159 Compares numbers using the term less than (≤ 100; numerals shown)

160 Understands the concept of between using numbers (≤ 10; numerals shown; multiple numerals missing)

161 Understands the concept of 1 less than a number (≤ 100; numbers given)

163 Compares sets of objects using the term fewest (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; blocks)

163 Understands the concept of a number coming right before another number when counting (≤ 5; numerals 
shown)

166 Compares numbers using the term largest (≤ 1000; numerals shown)

167 Understands the concept of between using numbers (≤ 100; numerals shown)

167 Understands the concept of two more than a number (≤ 10; numerals shown)

168 Compares numbers using the term greater than (≤ 20; manipulatives shown; number line)

169 Compares numbers using the term less than (≤ 10; manipulatives shown; number line)

170 Compares sets of objects using the term more (≤ 100; manipulatives shown; base-10 blocks)

170 Understands the concept of a number coming right before another number when counting (≤ 20; numerals 
shown)

171 Compares the value of money using the term most (≤ $1.00; money words shown; pennies, nickels, dimes, 
quarters)

174 Orders numbers from smallest number to largest number (≤ 10; numerals shown)

175 Compares numbers using the term less than (≤ 1000; numerals shown)

175 Rounds a given number to the nearest ten (≤ 100; 2-digit number; numbers given)

178 Orders a set of objects from smallest number to largest number (≤ 5; manipulatives shown; linking cubes)

179 Represents fourth (manipulatives shown; real-world objects; from the right)

179 Understands the concept of 1 more than a number (≤ 1000; numerals shown)

180 Understands the concept of 1 less than a number (≤ 1000; numerals shown)

181 Understands the concept of 10 less than a number (≤ 100; numbers given)

184 Compares the value of a collection of coins using the term more (≤ $1.00, money words shown; pennies, 
nickels, dimes, quarters)

191 Compares sets of objects using the symbol < (≤ 10; manipulatives shown)

208 Rounds a given number to the nearest hundred (> 1000; 4-digit number; numbers given)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Mathematics

Computation  

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Addition

130 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives, numerals, and equation shown; real-world 
objects; horizontal representation)

138 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤  5; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects; 
horizontal representation)

139 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects; 
horizontal representation)

139 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives given; real-world objects)

144 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects; 
vertical representation)

146 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects; 
vertical representation)

147 Determines the sum (1-digit addend + 0; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown; vertical representation)

147 Determines the sum (1-digit addend + 0; sum ≤ 5; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

147 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; dominoes; horizontal 
representation)

148 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; square chips; 
horizontal representation)

148 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

148 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; 2-digit sum)

150 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5)

151 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects; 
horizontal representation)

151 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

152 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; number line; horizontal 
representation)

152 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown; vertical representation)

152 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5 numerals shown; horizontal representation)
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153 Determines the sum (1-digit addend + 0; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

154 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; extraneous information; two different 
representations of manipulatives shown and numerals shown; real-world objects)

156 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; expression shown; horizontal representation)

157 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives and numerals shown; 10-frames; horizontal 
representation)

157 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives for one addend shown; real-world 
objects)

158 Solves an addition story problem (three 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives and numerals shown; 
real-world objects)

159 Determines the sum (3-digit addends that are multiples of 100; sum ≤ 1000; no regrouping; numerals shown; 
horizontal representation)

160 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

161 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; using numerals; horizontal representation)

161 Determines the sum (three 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

162 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10)

164 Solves an addition story problem (three 1- or 2-digit addends ≤ 10; sum ≤ 20)

165 Determines the sum (1- and 2-digit addends ≤  20; sum ≤ 100; with regrouping; numerals shown; horizontal 
representation)

165 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; numerals shown; vertical representation)

167 Determines the sum (three 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown; vertical representation)

168 Determines the sum (three 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

169 Determines the sum (five 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 100 with regrouping; numerals shown; horizontal 
representation)

169 Determines the value of a collection of coins (sum ≤ $1.00; manipulatives shown;  pennies, nickels, dimes; ¢ 
symbol shown)

170 Determines the sum (2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; no regrouping; numerals shown; vertical representation)

170 Solves an addition story problem (three 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20)

171 Determines the sum (1- and 2-digit addends  ≤ 20; sum  ≤ 20; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

171 Determines the value of a collection of coins (sum  ≤ 10¢; coin names shown; pennies, nickels)

171 Determines the value of a collection of coins (sum ≤ $1.00; ¢ symbol shown; $ symbol shown; coin names 
shown; pennies, dimes)

171 Estimates the solution to an addition story problem (1- and 2-digit addends ≤ 20; estimated sum ≤ 20)
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171 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; using manipulatives; number line)

172 Determines the sum (multiple 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; manipulatives shown; dominoes)

173 Determines the sum (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; using numerals; horizontal representation)

173 Determines the sum (2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; no regrouping; manipulatives and numerals shown; 
base-10 blocks; horizontal representation)

173 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; equations shown)

174 Determines the sum (2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; with regrouping; manipulatives and numerals shown; 
base-10 blocks; horizontal representation)

175 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; manipulatives for 1 addend shown)

176 Determines the sum (three 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; numerals shown; vertical representation)

177 Estimates the solution to an addition story problem (2-digit addends ≤ 20; estimated sum ≤ 100)

180 Estimates the solution to an addition story problem (1-digit addends; estimated sum "a little more than 10")

180 Solves an addition story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; multiple steps; manipulatives and numerals 
shown; real-world objects)

183 Determines the sum (2-digit addends; sum ≤ 1000; with regrouping; numerals shown; vertical representation)

187 Determines the sum (three 1- and 2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; with regrouping; numerals shown; horizontal 
representation)

188 Determines the sum (3-digit addends; sum > 1000; with regrouping; numerals shown; vertical representation)

188 Estimates the solution to an addition story problem (2-digit addends; estimated sum ≤ 100)

189 Determines the sum (three 3-digit addends; sum > 1000; with regrouping; numerals shown; vertical 
representation)

191 Determines the collection of coins for a given value (sum ≤ 20¢; ¢ symbol shown; coin names shown; 
pennies, nickels, dimes)

197 Estimates the solution to an addition story problem (three 2-digit addends; estimated sum ≤ 1000)

199 Determines the sum (5-digit addends; sum > 1000; with regrouping; numerals shown; vertical representation)

 Subgoal : Readiness for Multiplication and Division

147 Solves a multiplication story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 20; repeated addition; doubles shown with 
manipulatives; real-world objects)

156 Determines the product (1-digit factors; product ≤ 5; numerals shown, vertical representation)

157 Solves a division story problem (1-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 10; equal sharing; manipulatives 
given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

161 Solves a multiplication story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 20; repeated addition; manipulatives shown; 
real-world objects)
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167 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 10; equal sharing; manipulatives 
given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

169 Solves a multiplication story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 5; repeated addition; manipulatives given; 
numerals shown)

170 Solves a division story problem (1-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 5; equal sharing; manipulatives 
given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

172 Solves a multiplication story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 5; repeated addition; manipulatives given; 
numerals shown; real-world objects)

176 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 20; equal sharing; 
manipulatives given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

179 Solves a division story problem (1-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 5; repeated subtraction; 
manipulatives given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

181 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 20; repeated subtraction; 
manipulatives given; numerals given; real-word objects)

182 Determines the product (10 x 1-digit factor; product ≤ 100; numerals shown; vertical representation)

182 Solves a division story problem (1-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 10)

183 Determines the product (1-digit factors; product ≤ 10; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

183 Determines the quotient (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 20; equal sharing; manipulatives 
shown; real-world objects)

184 Solves a multiplication story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 10)

185 Solves a division story problem (1-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 10; repeated subtraction; 
manipulatives given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

185 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 100; repeated subtraction; 
manipulatives given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

187 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 10; repeated subtraction; 
manipulatives given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

189 Solves a multiplication story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 20; repeated addition; doubles described; 
manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

190 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 20; repeated subtraction; 
manipulatives given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

192 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 20; equal sharing; 
manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

194 Solves a division story problem (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 100; equal sharing; 
manipulatives given; numerals shown; real-word objects)

195 Determines the product (20 x 1-digit factor; product ≤ 100; numerals shown; horizontal representation)

195 Estimates the solution to a multiplication story problem (1- and 2-digit factors; estimated product ≤ 100)
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197 Determines the product (1-digit factors; product ≤ 100; numerals shown; vertical representation)

206 Determines the quotient (1-digit dividend and divisor; dividend ≤ 10; numerals shown; horizontal 
representation)

211 Determines the quotient (2-digit dividend and 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 100; numerals shown; horizontal 
representation)

 Subgoal : Subtraction

145 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; 
real-world objects)

150 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; 
domino)

151 Determines the difference (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives and numerals 
shown; real-world objects; horizontal representation)

153 Determines the difference (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; numerals given; vertical 
representation)

153 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; manipulatives shown; 
domino)

154 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤10)

155 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5)

159 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; multiple steps; 
manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

160 Determines the difference (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; numerals shown; 
horizontal representation)

166 Determines the difference (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; numerals shown; horizontal 
representation)

166 Determines the difference (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; numerals shown; vertical 
representation)

166 Determines the difference (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; numerals shown; horizontal 
representation)

167 Determines the difference (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; numerals shown; vertical 
representation)

167 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; multiple steps; 
manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

168 Determines the difference (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; using manipulatives; number line; 
horizontal representation)

168 Determines the difference (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 100; no regrouping; numerals 
shown; horizontal representation)
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172 Determines the difference (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; numerals shown; 
horizontal representation)

173 Determines the difference (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; manipulatives shown; 
10-frame)

174 Solves a subtraction story problem (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; using 
manipulatives; number line)

177 Determines the difference (3-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 1000; no regrouping; numerals 
shown; vertical representation)

177 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; multiple steps; 
extraneous information; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

177 Solves a subtraction story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; multiple steps; extraneous 
information; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

185 Determines the difference (2-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 100; no regrouping; manipulatives 
shown; base-10 blocks)

186 Determines the difference (2-digit minuend and 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; using manipulatives; 
numerals shown; base-10 blocks)

193 Determines the difference (3-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 1000; no regrouping; manipulatives 
shown; base-10 blocks)

208 Determines the difference (3-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 1000; with regrouping; numerals 
shown; vertical representation)

212 Determines the difference (4-digit minuend and 3-digit subtrahend; minuend > 1000; with regrouping; 
numerals shown; vertical representation)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Mathematics

Measurement 

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Attributes, Compare, Order, Tools, Units

115 Compares capacities of objects (most; manipulatives shown)

116 Compares lengths of objects (taller; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

117 Compares weights of objects (heaviest; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

118 Compares weights of objects (most; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

121 Compares lengths of objects (tallest; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

121 Compares volumes of objects (smallest; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

123 Identifies height (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

125 Compares areas of shapes (larger; triangle; manipulatives shown; geometric shape)

125 Compares lengths of objects (tallest; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

126 Compares volumes of objects (largest; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

130 Compares width of objects (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

131 Identifies the minute hand (minute hand; clock; manipulatives shown; numerals shown)

134 Compares temperatures (coldest; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

136 Classifies objects by lengths (short; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

137 Compares volumes of objects (larger; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

141 Classifies objects by temperature (cold; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

141 Identifies the appropriate measurement unit for time (morning; words shown)

144 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for time (watch; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

146 Compares lengths of objects (longest; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

146 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for time (calendar; words shown)

149 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for time (clock; words shown)

152 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for purchases (money; words shown)

153 Identifies length (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)
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153 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for temperature (thermometer; words shown)

155 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for height (ruler; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

155 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for length (ruler; words shown)

160 Compares lengths of time (shortest; hours; numerals and words only)

163 Compares capacities of objects (least; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

163 Compares temperatures (hottest; °C; temperatures shown)

163 Compares width of objects (narrowest; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

164 Compares temperatures (colder; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

166 Identifies days of the week (Thursday; words shown)

166 Identifies the appropriate measurement unit for distance (mile; words shown)

168 Compares weights of objects (least; manipulatives and numerals shown; real-world objects)

170 Identifies the appropriate measurement unit for weight (pounds; numerals and words shown)

174 Compares temperatures (coldest; °F; temperatures shown)

174 Identifies the appropriate measurement unit for length (cm; abbreviation shown)

174 Identifies width (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

175 Compares masses of objects (is less than; kilograms, grams; manipulatives, numerals, and words shown)

175 Understands time (after; words shown)

176 Identifies number of minutes in an hour (numerals shown)

176 Identifies the appropriate measurement unit for time (a.m.; words shown)

176 Selects a strategy to compare lengths (longest; strategies described; manipulatives shown; real-world 
objects)

177 Compares lengths of time (longest; hours, minutes; numerals and words shown)

178 Identifies the appropriate measurement unit for capacity (cup; words shown)

178 Identifies the appropriate measurement unit for time (hour; words shown)

184 Identifies the appropriate measurement tool for mass (balance; words shown)

195 Understands measurement units for distance (one mile; words shown)

201 Determines the number of hours in a given number of minutes (whole hour)

 Subgoal : Identify, Attributes: Lines, 2-D, 3-D

121 Sorts objects by shape (circle; using manipulatives)
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124 Classifies by shape (circles; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

128 Identifies a square (manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

130 Identifies a triangle (manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

137 Names a square (manipulatives and words shown; geometric shape)

138 Illustrates a triangle (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

138 Names a square (manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

141 Names a circle (manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

142 Illustrates a rectangle (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

142 Sorts objects by shape (square; using manipulatives)

143 Illustrates an oval (manipulatives shown)

144 Names a circle (manipulatives and words shown; geometric shape)

145 Names an oval (manipulatives and words shown; geometric shape)

146 Names a rectangle (manipulatives and words shown; geometric shape)

151 Names a cube (manipulatives and words shown; real-world object)

152 Names a cone (manipulatives and words shown; real-world object)

152 Names a triangle (manipulatives and words shown; geometric shape)

152 Names a triangle (manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

154 Identifies a quadrilateral (attributes given; manipulatives shown; geometric objects)

159 Classifies 2-D figures by attributes (four corners; manipulatives and words shown)

159 Names a cone (manipulatives and words shown; 3-D geometric figure)

161 Classifies shapes according to attributes (three sides; words shown)

161 Finds a geometric shape that is not a polygon (manipulatives shown; geometric objects)

161 Illustrates a cube (manipulatives shown; 3-D geometric figures)

163 Names a pyramid (manipulatives and words shown; real-world object)

164 Selects a common attribute of 3-D geometric figures (pyramid, prism; manipulatives shown)

166 Exemplifies a circle (real-world; words shown)

168 Classifies shapes according to attributes (two long sides, two short sides; words shown)

170 Names a cylinder (manipulatives and words shown; real-world object)

172 Names a sphere (manipulatives and words shown; real-world object)
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173 Names a cube (manipulatives and words shown; 3-D geometric figure)

185 Names a rectangle (manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

188 Names the face of a cube (manipulatives and words shown; 3-D geometric figure)

210 Names parallel lines (manipulative and words shown)

 Subgoal : Measure and Estimate

137 Reads a thermometer (°C; to the nearest 5°; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

137 Reads a thermometer (°F; to the nearest 10°; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

144 Reads a ruler (height; cm; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

145 Reads a ruler (length; inches; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

148 Reads a clock (to the hour; manipulatives shown; real-world objects; analog clock; time given in numerical 
format)

150 Measures height (inches; manipulatives given; ruler)

150 Reads a scale (pounds; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

152 Measures height (cm; manipulatives given; real-world objects; ruler)

153 Reads a ruler (length; cm; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

156 Understands the temperature word for a given situation (very cold; real-world situation; words shown)

158 Reads a calendar (day of week; calendar shown)

158 Understands the temperature word for a given situation (hot; real-world situation; words shown)

165 Measures height (cm; manipulatives given; real-world object; ruler)

165 Understands time (yesterday, today; tomorrow; words shown)

167 Estimates time (longer than a week; words shown)

167 Estimates weight (less than 1 pound; words shown)

167 Measures width (inches; manipulatives given; real-world objects; ruler)

168 Measures length (cm; manipulatives given; ruler)

168 Reads a calendar (weather symbols; calendar shown)

168 Represents time on a given analog clock using a digital clock (to the hour; manipulatives shown; real-world 
objects; analog and digital clocks; time given in numerical format)

168 Understands temperature (very hot; real-world situation; words shown)

169 Measures height (non-standard units; sticks; manipulatives given; real-world objects)

170 Reads a calendar (number of days; calendar shown)
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170 Understands temperature (°F; real-world situation; words shown)

171 Determines the perimeter of a square (non-standard units; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

171 Understands time (tomorrow, days of the week; real-world situation; words shown)

173 Measures height (cm; manipulatives given; ruler)

173 Reads a clock (to the 1/2 hour; manipulatives shown; real-world objects; analog clock; time given in 
numerical format)

174 Measures width (cm; manipulatives given; ruler)

176 Estimates height (less than 1 foot long; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

176 Understands time (yesterday, today; words shown)

177 Reads a ruler (length; to the 1/2 inch; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

178 Reads a ruler (width; cm; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

183 Understands measurement  (non-standard units; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

185 Measures length (non-standard units; manipulatives given; real-world objects)

187 Reads a thermometer (to the nearest 1°; manipulatives shown; real-world objects; circular thermometer)

187 Solves an elapsed time story problem (hours; time given in numerical format)

188 Estimates length (less than 1 m long; words shown)

192 Understands temperature (°F; very cold; words shown)

196 Determines elapsed time (15 minutes later; crossing the hour; manipulatives and words shown; real-world 
objects; analog clocks; time given in numerical format)

196 Estimates length (12 feet wide; words shown)

198 Understands measurement (length; non-standard units compared to standard units; manipulatives shown; 
real-world objects; ruler)

201 Measures height (non-standard units; hands; manipulatives given; real-world objects)

206 Understands time (15 minutes after the hour; description of location of the minute hand given)

208 Determines the area of a rectangle (manipulatives shown; grid lines given) 

 Subgoal : Spatial, Transformations, Symmetry, Congruence

117 Understands location words (between; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

118 Understands location words (under; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

128 Identifies the shape of the top on a 3-D figure as a 2-D figure (box; manipulatives shown; 3-D geometric 
figure)

129 Understands location words (closest; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)
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131 Identifies the shape of the top on a 3-D figure as a 2-D figure (cylinder; manipulatives shown; 3-D geometric 
figure)

135 Understands location words (middle; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

136 Illustrates similarity (manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

138 Understands location words (beside; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

140 Illustrates congruency (manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

145 Identifies the shape of a face on a 3-D figure as a 2-D figure (cube; manipulatives shown; 3-D geometric 
figure)

146 Illustrates congruency (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

147 Understands location words (last; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

147 Understands location words (under; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

148 Understands location words (to the right of; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

150 Understands location words (inside; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

151 Illustrates symmetry (circle cut into two equal parts with a line of symmetry; multiple shapes) 

156 Identifies the name of the shape of the top on a 3-D figure as a 2-D figure (cylinder; manipulatives and words 
shown; 3-D geometric figure)

157 Understands location words (to the left of; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

160 Illustrates symmetry (half of a symmetrical object; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

162 Understands location words (above; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

165 Illustrates a transformation (flip; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

169 Understands location words (farthest to the left; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

171 Illustrates symmetry (line of symmetry; manipulative shown; geometric shapes)

174 Understands location words (outside; manipulatives and words shown; real-world objects)

179 Composes and decomposes 2-D figures (manipulatives shown; 2 geometric shapes)

180 Illustrates symmetry (half of a symmetrical object; manipulatives shown; dot paper)

182 Classifies a transformation (turn; manipulatives and words shown; geometric shapes)

182 Illustrates similarity (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

184 Composes and decomposes 2-D figures (manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

184 Illustrates a transformation (turn; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

188 Illustrates a transformation (slide; manipulatives shown; graph paper)
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197 Composes and decomposes 2-D figures (manipulatives shown; 3 geometric shapes)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Mathematics

Statistics 

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Data Analysis

131 Interprets data in a pictograph by locating information (horizontal display; real-world objects; using numbers)

139 Interprets data in a bar graph using the comparative word most (horizontal display; real-world labels)

139 Interprets data in a pictograph by locating information (vertical display; real-world objects)

142 Interprets data in a pictograph using the comparative word most (horizontal display; real-world objects)

146 Interprets data in a bar graph using the comparative word favorite (vertical display; word labels)

146 Interprets data in a bar graph using the comparative word most (horizontal display; word labels)

147 Interprets data in a pictograph using the comparative word most (horizontal display; symbols shown) 

149 Interprets data in a circle graph using the comparative word most (real-world objects)

150 Interprets data in a bar graph by locating information (y-axis scaled and labeled in multiples of 1; vertical 
display; word labels)

151 Interprets data in a bar graph by locating information (1 to 1 scale; vertical display; word labels)

153 Interprets data in a bar graph using the comparative word most (vertical display; word labels)

155 Interprets data in a frequency table using the comparative word most (horizontal display; word labels; tallies 
and numerals shown)

155 Interprets data in a pictograph using the comparative word fewest (horizontal display; real-world objects)

156 Interprets data in a frequency table using the comparative word most (horizontal display; numbers given)

156 Interprets data in a pictograph by locating information (horizontal display; symbols shown)

157 Interprets data in a pictograph by locating information (horizontal display; real-world objects)

158 Interprets data in a pictograph by locating information (1 to 1 scale; horizontal display; real-world objects)

158 Interprets data in a tally chart by locating information (horizontal display; word labels)

166 Interprets data in a tally chart using the comparative word most (horizontal display; word labels)

168 Interprets data in a bar graph using the comparative word least (horizontal display; word labels)

169 Interprets data in a bar graph using the comparative word least (vertical display; real-world labels)

170 Interprets data in a pictograph using the comparative word fewest (horizontal display; extraneous information; 
real-world objects)
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real-world objects)

173 Interprets data in a bar graph using the comparative word least (vertical display; word labels)

175 Interprets data in a pictograph using computation strategies (horizontal display; real-world objects)

175 Interprets data in a pictograph using computation strategies (horizontal display; real-world objects; using 
numbers)

181 Interprets data in a bar graph using computation strategies (y-axis scaled and labeled in multiples of 1; 
vertical display; word labels)

181 Interprets data in a circle graph using the comparative word most (real-world labels)

192 Interprets data in a bar graph by locating information (y-axis scaled in multiples of 1 and labeled in multiples 
of 2; vertical display; word labels)

193 Finds the incorrect interpretation of data in a pictograph by locating information (horizontal display; symbols 
shown)

199 Interprets data in a pictograph using computation strategies (1 to many scale: horizontal display; symbols 
shown)

200 Interprets data in a bar graph by locating information (y-axis scaled and labeled in multiples of 2; vertical 
display; word labels)

204 Infers a conclusion from data in a bar graph (y-axis scaled and labeled in multiples of 1; vertical display; word 
labels)

205 Interprets data in a pictograph using computation strategies (1 to many scale: horizontal display; real-world 
objects)

 Subgoal : Data Collection, Organization, and Display

112 Sorts objects into two groups (based on type of animal; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

118 Represents data by a pictograph (horizontal display; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

126 Sorts objects into two groups (based on color; using manipulatives; geometric shapes)

128 Represents data by a pictograph (vertical display; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

131 Identifies the title of a pictograph (horizontal display; using manipulatives; real-world objects shown)

136 Sorts objects into two groups (based on animals and toys; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

137 Sorts objects into two groups (based on size; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

151 Selects the attribute that is not common (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

151 Selects two common attributes (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

152 Represents a given set of attributes as a geometric shape (2 attributes; manipulatives shown; geometric 
shapes)

158 Selects one common attribute (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)
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162 Infers the rule for a sort based on one attribute (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

162 Sorts numbers into two groups (based on magnitude; using manipulatives; numbers)

164 Infers the rule for a sort based on one attribute (manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

164 Represents data by a pictograph (horizontal display; using manipulatives, words shown; real-world objects)

168 Represents data by a bar graph (1 to 1 scale; vertical display; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

168 Represents data by a bar graph (1 to many scale; horizontal display; manipulatives shown; real-world 
objects)

168 Summarizes a tally chart to choose the best title (horizontal display)

169 Represents data by tallies (real-world situation)

170 Represents data by tallies (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

172 Represents data by a bar graph (1 to 1 scale; vertical display)

172 Selects three common attributes (three objects; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

173 Identifies the title of a bar graph (vertical display)

173 Sorts numbers into two groups (based on even and odd; using manipulatives; numbers)

175 Represents data by a bar graph (1 to 1 scale; horizontal display; manipulatives and tallies shown; real-world 
objects)

178 Selects appropriate labels for a given bar graph (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

180 Identifies the title of a tally chart (horizontal display)

181 Infers the rule for a sort into two groups (based on even and odd numbers; numerals shown)

182 Selects three common attributes (manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

183 Identifies the title of a frequency table (horizontal display)

187 Represents data by a tally chart (vertical display; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

187 Summarizes a pictograph to choose the best title (horizontal display; symbols shown)

188 Selects two groups for sorting (based on geometric shape; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

190 Selects three common attributes (four objects; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

192 Infers the rule for a sort into two groups (based on counting by 2's and 5's; numerals shown)

192 Selects information that is displayed in a given bar graph (vertical display)

193 Understands the value of a symbol used in a given pictograph (1 to many scale; horizontal display; symbols 
shown)

194 Selects two groups for sorting (based on type of toy; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

203 Selects three common attributes of given numbers (≤ 10; even, odd; greater than, less than)
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204 Selects a question that can be answered by a given bar graph (vertical display)

210 Represents data by a Venn diagram (manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

 Subgoal : Probability and Predictions

153 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most likely; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

155 Exemplifies events which can be predicted (real-world situations)

165 Predicts future events based on data in a given tally chart (simple predictions)

165 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most likely; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

167 Understands likelihood (certain; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

168 Predicts future events based on data in a given chart 

168 Predicts future events based on data in a given pictograph 

168 Predicts future events based on data in a given tally chart (complex predictions)

172 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most often; manipulatives shown; spinners; shaded 
region shown)

173 Understands likelihood (equally likely; manipulatives shown; coins)

177 Understands likelihood (impossible; manipulatives shown; spinner)

179 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most likely; manipulatives shown; number cards)

180 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most likely; manipulatives shown; spinner)

181 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most likely; manipulatives shown; spinners)

182 Predicts future events based on data in a given table 

182 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (least likely; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

182 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most; manipulatives shown; spinner)

183 Understands likelihood (impossible; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

184 Understands likelihood (impossible; using manipulatives; real-world objects)

185 Understands likelihood (sometimes; manipulatives shown; spinner)

186 Predicts future events based on results of an experiment (table shown)

189 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (least likely; manipulatives shown; spinner)

189 Understands likelihood (very likely; real-world situation described)

190 Understands likelihood (most likely; manipulatives shown; number cards)

190 Understands likelihood (most likely; manipulatives shown; spinner)
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192 Predicts future events based on probability concepts (most often; manipulatives shown; spinners; numerals 
shown)

193 Predicts future events based on data in a given set of number cards (equally likely)

194 Predicts future events based on data in a given tally chart (story problem shown)

198 Understands likelihood (certain; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

199 Understands likelihood (equally likely; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

200 Understands likelihood (unlikely; manipulatives shown; spinner)

201 Represents the probability of a simple event (expressed as __ out of __; manipulatives shown, spinner)

202 Predicts future events based on data in a given spinner (equally likely)

205 Understands likelihood (impossible; manipulatives shown; number cubes)

206 Exemplifies events that are unlikely to occur (real-world situations)

208 Understands likelihood (certain; real-world situation described)

212 Applies the fundamental counting principle to determine the number of possible outcomes (2 x 3; 
manipulatives shown; real-world objects)
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Primary Grades Instructional Data

Subject:

Goal:
Mathematics

Algebra

Database last updated with additional data statements on 2/15/2008

 Subgoal : Application of Algebraic Concepts

162 Determines the missing subtrahend (2-digit minuend, 1-digit subtrahend; minuend = 10; equation shown)

164 Determines the missing subtrahend (1-digit minuend, 1-digit subtrahend; minuend = 5; equation shown)

168 Determines the missing addend (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; equation shown)

170 Determines the missing addend (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; equation shown)

171 Solves a change unknown story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5)

176 Solves a change unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10)

176 Solves a change unknown story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10)

176 Solves a part unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10)

177 Determines the missing addend (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; equation shown)

177 Determines the missing subtrahend (2-digit minuend, 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; equation shown)

178 Solves a change unknown story problem (1- and 2-digit addends; sum ≤ 20)

178 Solves a change unknown story problem (1-digit minuend, 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives 
shown; real-world objects)

179 Solves a change unknown story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; manipulatives 
shown)

181 Solves a missing factor story problem (1-digit factors; product ≤ 20

182 Determines the missing addend (1- and 2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; equation shown)

182 Solves a change unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20)

182 Solves a part unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

183 Solves a start unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10)

185 Solves a part unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 20)

186 Determines the missing subtrahend (minuend = 1000, subtrahend = multiple of 100; equation shown)

186 Solves a change unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5)

187 Determines the missing factor (1-digit factors; product ≤ 20)
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187 Solves a change unknown story problem (2-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20)

189 Determines the missing addend (2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; equation shown)

190 Determines the missing addend (2-step; 1-and 2-digit addends; sum ≤ 100; equation shown)

191 Solves a part unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

198 Explains the location of an object on a coordinate graph (manipulatives shown; words and numerals shown; 
real-world objects)

198 Represents the location of an object on a coordinate graph based on given directions (manipulatives shown; 
real-world objects)

199 Determines the missing factor (1- and 2-digit factors; product = 100)

200 Determines the missing addend (2- and 3-digit addends; 2-digit subtrahend; sum ≤ 1000; equation shown)

202 Determines the missing minuend (2-digit minuend, 1-digit subtrahend; minuend ≤ 20; equation shown)

208 Determines the missing divisor (2-digit dividend, 1-digit divisor; dividend ≤ 100)

221 Determines the missing addend (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; equation and numerals shown)

 Subgoal : Attributes, Patterns, and Functions

119 Extends a pattern (repeating; AB; next object; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

140 Extends a pattern (repeating; AAB; next object; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

141 Extends a pattern (repeating; AB; next three objects; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

142 Extends a pattern (repeating; AB; next object; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

144 Illustrates the repeating portion of a pattern (AB; manipulatives shown; letters shown)

146 Infers a rule for a pattern (repeating; ABC; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

149 Extends a pattern (repeating; AABC; next four objects; using real-world objects)

149 Extends a pattern (repeating; AABC; next object; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

151 Extends a pattern (repeating; AB; next two objects; numerals shown)

155 Illustrates the repeating portion of a pattern (AAB; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

159 Extends a pattern (repeating; AAB; real-world object; next three objects)

159 Extends a pattern (repeating; AB; next two objects; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

159 Extends a pattern (repeating; ABB; next three numbers; letters shown)

160 Illustrates the repeating portion of a pattern (ABCC; numerals shown)

160 Interprets a pattern (repeating; same rule, different letters; AAAB; using letters)

161 Interprets a pattern (repeating; same rule, different objects; AAB; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)
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162 Extends a pattern (repeating; ABC; next three numbers; numerals shown)

162 Illustrates a pattern using a given rule (repeating; AAB; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

162 Illustrates the repeating portion of a pattern (AAAB; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

162 Illustrates the repeating portion of a pattern (ABC; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

165 Interprets a pattern (repeating; same rule, different objects; AAB; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

168 Extends a pattern (repeating; ABCD; next object; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

169 Extends a pattern (repeating; AB; next six objects; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

171 Extends a pattern (repeating; ABC; next two objects; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

172 Interprets a pattern (repeating; same rule, different objects; ABB; manipulatives shown; real-world objects; 
geometric shapes)

174 Interprets a pattern (repeating; same rule, different objects; AAABBC; manipulatives shown; real-world 
objects)

176 Illustrates a pattern using a given rule (repeating; ABC; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

176 Illustrates the repeating portion of a pattern (AB; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

176 Interprets a pattern (repeating; same rule, different objects; ABCC; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

177 Illustrates a pattern using a given rule (repeating; ABBC; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

178 Extends a function table (arithmetic; add 4; 1-digit input; nth output; real-world situation)

179 Extends a function table (arithmetic; add 4; 1-digit input; missing output; real-world situation)

179 Extends a pattern (arithmetic; subtract 3; next term)

179 Extends a pattern (repeating; AABB; next five objects; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

180 Extends a pattern (repeating; ABCDE; nth object; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

182 Extends a function table (arithmetic; add 2; 1-digit input; next output; real-world situation)

183 Extends a pattern (repeating; ABCDE; nth object; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

183 Infers a rule for a pattern (arithmetic; add 2)

184 Interprets a pattern (repeating; different rule, same objects; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

184 Interprets a pattern (repeating; different rule, same objects; manipulatives shown; real-world objects)

187 Extends a pattern (arithmetic; add 2; next 3 terms)

194 Extends a function table (arithmetic; add $0.50; 1-digit input; nth output; real-world situation)

195 Extends a pattern (arithmetic; add 3; next 3 terms)

195 Infers a rule for a pattern (geometric; double previous term)
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198 Extends a function table (arithmetic; add 3; 1-digit input; nth output; real-world situation)

199 Extends a function table (arithmetic; add 4; 1- and 2-digit input; nth output; real-world situation)

203 Extends a pattern (growing; ABABBABBB; next eleven objects; manipulatives shown; geometric shapes)

 Subgoal : Understanding Algebraic Concepts

145 Determines equality using addition (using manipulatives; real-world objects)

157 Infers an operation symbol for an equation (addition; 1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10)

157 Infers an operation symbol for an equation (addition; 2-digit addends; sum ≤100)

162 Represents the word combine as a symbol (symbols shown)

167 Determines equality using subtraction (manipulatives shown; blocks and balance)

169 Determines equality using addition (manipulatives shown; blocks and balance)

169 Represents an addition fact using the commutative property (1-digit addends; expression shown)

172 Determines the missing terms in a multiple fact family (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown)

173 Explains the result of adding 0 to a number (1-digit addends)

173 Represents a change unknown equation (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; words shown)

174 Represents horizontal notation in vertical form (addition; 1-digit addends)

177 Determines a missing factor (1-digit factors; Zero Property of Multiplication)

179 Explains the result of subtracting zero from a number (1-digit minuend)

179 Represents an addition fact using the commutative property (words and numerals shown)

180 Determines the missing terms in a multiple fact family (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10;  numerals shown)

182 Represents a start unknown story problem (1- and 2-digit addends; 2-digit addend given; sum ≤ 20; equation 
shown)

182 Represents vertical notation in horizontal form (subtraction; 1-digit minuend and subtrahend)

184 Represents a change unknown story problem (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 5; equation shown)

186 Represents a change unknown story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; equation 
shown)

188 Represents a change unknown story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 10; extraneous 
information; equation shown)

189 Explains the result of multiplying a number by 1 (1-digit factors)

195 Represents a start unknown story problem (1- and 2-digit addends; 1-digit addend given; sum ≤ 20; equation 
shown)

197 Represents a change unknown story problem (1- and 2-digit addends; sum ≤ 20; equation shown)
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198 Explains the result of multiplying a number by 0 (1-digit factors)

198 Represents a start unknown equation (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; words shown)

200 Represents a start unknown story problem (1-digit minuend and subtrahend; minuend ≤ 5; equation shown)

202 Represents one fact of a fact family for a given expression  (1-digit addends; sum ≤ 10; numerals shown)

207 Determines equality using division (manipulatives shown; blocks and balance)

210 Determines a missing addend (1-digit addends; reflexive property)
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